
 Formal methods 

Proving partial correctness of programs 

 



Judgements 



Terms from formal logic 

 Floyd-Hoare logic (FHL) gives rules for proving the partial and total 
correctness of programs, i.e. terms ├ {P} C {Q} and ├ [P] C [Q]  

 

 Predicate calculus gives rules for proving theorems of logic 

 Arithmetics gives decision rules for proving statements about integers 
 

 Theorems are statements, which can be proved to be true. 
 

  Axioms are statements which are assumed to be true.  

  ├ S means that S can be proved (unconditionally) using proof rules 
 

  ├ S means that S can be deduced from the assumptions (from 
axioms)   = {A1, A2, ..., An} 



Terms from proof theory 

 Deduction (proof) - sequence (tree) of statements where 
every statement is either  
 an axiom  or 
 deduced from true statements by proof rules  

 

 Properties of the proof rules: 
• Correctness (soundness) - it is not possible to deduce 

something that is not correct from correct assumptions. 
• Completeness - all statements that are correct are 

deducible from axioms using the proof rules. 
 

 Deduction system  set of axioms (or axiom schemas) + 
set of deduction rules 



FHL deduction systems 

Let us have some programing language PL then in FHL for this PL 

 

 there is an axiom or inference rule for each command of the PL 
 

 axioms are given as axiom schemas which can be instantiated for 
particular specification (Hoare triple) 

 

 application of rules in the proof is determined by the syntactical structure 
of the program 

 

 



FHL deduction systems 
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Assignment 



Substitution Notation 



Assignment Axiom 



Assignment Axiom 
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Precondition strengthening 



Precondition strengthening 



Postcondition weakening 



Example 



Sequences 



Sequencing rule 
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Blocks 



Block rule 
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Conditionals 
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WHILE command 



Invariants 



Invariants 



WHILE-rule 

P S 



Example: sequential composition 



How to find an invariant 
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Conjunction and disjunction 
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